Mini Price,
Maxi Performance.
Vectron POS Mini is the perfect
stand-alone cash register for small
businesses - and simultaneously
provides power reserves for multistation and branch solutions. It
combines comprehensive cash
register functions with minimum
footprint and is even available with
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a touch screen.

Powerful 64 bit technology



Reliability through buffered RAM and USB backup



Compact housing with small footprint and large keyboard



High-quality design with stainless steel applications



Infinitely adjustable 5.7 inch colour display



Optional customer display integrated in the cash register housing



Robust flat keyboard for an easy exchange of labelling



Extensive and extendable connection facilities for peripheral devices



Flexible cross-sector POS software



Prepared for automatic Back Office connections



Integrated time and attendance



The space saver
While needing the space of hardly more than a sheet of A4 paper, Vectron POS Mini provides
an infinitely swivelling colour display, a large keyboard with 108 keys and the facility of integrating an optional customer display.

Touch screen option
With the touch screen equipment, screen and keyboard melt into one large input area. The
robust flat keyboard used in POS Mini is complemented by variable soft keys in the screen
area. The optionally integrated customer display with 2 x 20 characters offers extensive information to the client.

Powerful 64-bit electronics
POS Mini relies on superior 64-bit technology. The increase in speed not only optimizes complex and calculation-intensive processing steps; the consequently employed 64-bit platform
also increases the performance of ECR networks.

Numerous interfaces
Ten, optionally fifteen interfaces are available for peripheral devices. Printers, scanners, card
terminals, dispensing systems, scales, vending machines, cash drawers, clerk and waiter
locks, supplemental keyboards, mice etc. are all supported. Two USB interfaces secure interconnection options to the newest peripherals.

Flexible graphical user interface with intuitive icons
Icons, buttons and display fields allow to adapt the user interface to various branches. Alternating screen pages offer understandable input options for each operating step.

Failsafe, manipulation- and virus-proof

ECR network
POS Mini is designed for use in mixed networks with all Vectron POS systems. Distributed
tasks in the cash register network elevate the speed and increase data safety. Network-wide
maintenance and configuration facilities stand for efficiency. Based on a 10/100 MBit Ethernet connection, the cash register network uses structures identical to a PC network.

Simple data backup on a USB stick
POS Mini stores your sensitive cash register data in short intervals on a commercial USB
stick. If necessary, data can be restored at the touch of a button. Besides the robust construction of the cash register, this provides you with double the security.

Prepared for telecommunications and Back Office connections
Via the optional Vectron Commander communications software, you can control POS Mini
from the head office. You can read out turnover, order and working-hours data and transmit
new PLUs, prices and cashier authorization to the cash register, worldwide. Via an open interface, Vectron Commander facilitates integration of merchandise management and CRM
programs, time and attendance and special back and front office software.

Remote maintenance and troubleshooting per RDT
The facilities for remote maintenance and troubleshooting round out the POS Mini safety
package. Problems can be analysed, operating errors and the cause of failures can be discovered and eliminated without any loss of time.
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The „Embedded Technology“ used in POS Mini provides decisive advantages. Its hardwareoriented construction allows a particularly efficient use of the components. At the same time,
the software guarantees the greatest possible flexibility and is immune to PC viruses. Interference-prone hard drives, unbuffered memory and loud fans do not exist in the POS Mini.

